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Aussies zapped with power price increases of up to 29% in 
12 months, but bigger switching savings can ease the pain 

• Energy switching savings more than double in some states over 12 months 

• Households can now save up to $929 a year by switching from average to 
best electricity plan on market, depending on where they live 

• Victorians hardest hit with price increases but have the most room to save 

Tuesday 31 October, 2017: Australian households are paying up to 29% more for electricity 
than this time last year, yet the average savings to be made by switching to a better energy 
deal have more than doubled in some states the past 12 months, according to new analysis 
by Mozo.com.au. 

The comparison site found that Victorians have been zapped with the biggest electricity 
price rise of 29% over the past year, with the average Victorian household now paying an 
extra $456 on their annual household power bill. 

New South Wales and South Australian household electricity bills have endured a significant 
increase of 18% since last year. Of the states analysed by Mozo, Queensland saw the 
lowest increase to their household energy bill of just 5%.   

Average household electricity plan annual costs  

    Source: Mozo.com.au as at 30 October 2017. 

The good news for Australian households is that there is the potential to save up to $929 a 
year by switching to a more competitive energy plan depending on where they live.  

“Many Australian households have stomached a double-digit energy bill increase in the past 
year which places tremendous financial strain on the hip pocket. It’s no surprise that eight 
out of ten households say electricity bills are the household expense that concerns them the 
most ,” says Kirsty Lamont, Mozo Director. 1

“The saving grace for many struggling households is that not all energy plans have seen 
price hikes this year. In fact, prices for some plans have reduced which has created a huge 
discrepancy between the best and worst value plans on the market and an ideal market for 
savvy switchers.” 

October	2017 October	2016

State Average	plan Average	plan Year	on	year	increase

VIC $2,055 $1,599 29%

SA $2,833 $2,393 18%

NSW $2,634 $2,233 18%

QLD $1,995 $1,899 5%

 CHOICE Consumer pulse: Australians’ attitudes to cost of living 2015-16, July 20161
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Mozo calculates the typical Victorian three person household can now save a whopping 
$929 by switching from the average plan to the cheapest on the market. A year ago, this 
saving was just $339. 

“Mozo’s analysis shows the annual savings the average household can make by switching 
to the cheapest energy plan in the market have increased significantly over the past 12 
months. This goes to show that even if you switched energy providers this time last year, 
there is a good chance that there is an even better deal out there,” says Lamont.  

“Don’t resign yourself to shocking energy prices. Our research shows that many households 
can actually offset their bill increase and still have savings to bank by switching to a cheaper 
energy plan.” 

A recent Mozo survey shows that Australian households are three times more likely to cut 
back on their usage to combat higher energy bills rather than switch to a cheaper plan, 
despite huge savings on offer for those prepared to switch energy providers.  

“For those who want to reap energy savings over summer, now is the perfect time to be 
hunting around for a more competitive energy deal.” 

Households can compare 290 electricity plans from 27 providers online using Mozo’s energy 
comparison tool at https://mozo.com.au/energy.  

Potential annual savings made by switching energy providers 

    Source: Mozo.com.au as at 30 October 2017. 

How to get the best energy deal for your household:  
• Check the discount: With many different types of discounts around, you’ll need to 

check what the discount applies to, for instance, usage charges only or your total bill.  
• Look beyond advertised discounts: Larger discount may not equate to higher 

savings so take stock of things like daily supply and usage charges to ensure you get 
the best value over time.  

• Consider what type of user you are: Different plans work for different households 
so think about your energy usage. For larger household with items that run large 
amounts of energy, like a pool, a discount off usage will result in long term cost 
savings. If you have a smaller household or have gas electricity, your bill is likely to 
be less, meaning a discount in supply charges may be better suited to you. 

• Think longer term: Look beyond introductory offers like ‘$50 off your first bill’. Your 
goal is to find an energy plan that will result in lower energy bills over the whole year 
– not just your first bill. 

• Always read the T&Cs: Check what happens at the end of your contract period to 
make sure you’re not rolled over onto a less competitively priced energy plan. 

October	2017 October	2016

State Annual	saving Annual	saving

VIC $929 $339

SA $737 $331

QLD $532 $172

NSW $481 $330

https://mozo.com.au/energy
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• Cut back on inefficient energy usage: Mozo found households are losing an 

average of $389 on energy waste every year. Turning off appliances at the outlet, 
checking appliance energy ratings and only heating/cooling rooms that you inhabit 
will go a long way to cutting back this wastage.  

• Consider a fixed energy plan: Look for energy providers offering deals that 
guarantee no price rises over a certain period. For instance, EnergyAustralia’s new 
Secure Saver plan protects you from energy price hikes for two years.  

-ENDS- 

Notes on calculations: Annual saving calculations based on the difference between the 
average and cheapest annual bill estimates for a three person household in each state. In 
cases where a state has multiple distributors, the distributor with the largest potential annual 
saving is shown.  

For data or interviews contact: 
Gemma Rasmussen or Kirsty Timsans at Mozo 
PH: 02 9037 4375 
E: gemma.rasmussen@mozo.com.au or kirsty.timsans@mozo.com.au  

About Mozo.com.au 
Mozo compares more than 1,800 products from over 200 banking, insurance and energy 
providers to help thousands of Australians find a better deal each month via its award-
winning comparison tools and calculators. As one of the most visited comparison sites in 
Australia, our team of experts routinely provides financial commentary and advice for major 
news outlets in Australia.   
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